
Request Order Form
Ordered By

Date:

Company:

Address:

City/State/Zip:

E-mail address:

Primary Phone: 

Fax:

Contact Name:

PO Box 147 
224 East State St

Mossyrock, WA  98564-0147
Phone: 360-983-8284

Fax: 360-983-8260

www.bearcanyontrees.com

Transportation

Yes

No

Maybe

Preferred Delivery Window
Would you like for us to 

arrange trucking?
Please indicate preferred delivery 

date(s) below.  If you are requesting 
multiple deliveries, split your order and 

list date for each split. Thanks!

Do you want to order a size that is not listed?  Call us!   
If you are interested in a field run quote, let us know.  Thanks!  

Indicate in the Qty boxes which grade you are looking for to 
get the right quote.   
  
Premium is considered our "perfect tree", #1 is our regular 
and most popular grade, Layer is a more open and lighter 
tree, and our #2 is for our price conscious customers.

Comment:
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